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Welcome Mrs. McCarthy’s
Kindergarten Class
By: Hadjar & Ciera
Last week, we had a chance to talk to
one of our Kindergarten teachers, Mrs.
McMcarthy. We were able to ask her
some questions, about learning, and
about her students.
“I make lessons that have lots of
hands-on activities.
First we asked her, “Do the students
seem to be enjoying Kindergarten so
Finally, we asked her that we all
far?” Mrs. McCarthy replied with,
know that playing as a kid is fun but
“Yes, they really seem to love
what does Mrs. McCarthy think of
kindergarten! Most of them come in
this? “Do you believe that playing
with a smiling face, very excited about games, and using toys are important at
activities, and they all seemed to have their age?” Well, she replied, “I think
made many friends so far.”
playing is very important hands-on
activities that builds hand and eye
We then decided to ask her about her
coordination, playing also builds
curriculum. “What topics are you
social skills and interactions with
planning on covering with your
other children.”
students this year?” She responded
with, “I am hoping for all of them to
Before we concluded the interview,
know how to read by the end of the
we decided to ask 5 students, a simple
year, as well as knowing their addition question. “Do you like Kindergarten
and subtraction. At the moment, we
so far and what’s your favorite part of
are working on letters, and sounds, as school?” “Yes, I really like computer
well as counting.”
class,” Ayoub replied. “Yes, I really
like Choice time,” Vachi said. “Yes,
As you know, many students, learn at Computer class is my favorite part of
different paces, so we decided to ask
the school,” Wesley answered.
her about teaching different learning
styles. How do you teach to different
skill levels?

“Yes, my favorite part of school is
Choice time,” Bianca responded.
“Yes, Computer class is my favorite
class,” Robert answered. This
concludes our Interview with Mrs.
McCarthy and the Kindergarteners.
Thank you students and Mrs.
McCarthy!

The Cereal Box Project
By: Kyleigh

The 8th grade is doing a fun and
creative project in science class!
We were assigned to create a cereal
box with the help of the periodic
table. The students are supposed to
pick an element from the periodic
table, decorate it, and come up
with a creative name for the cereal
that relates to the element we
chose! The cereal box should
include all different facts about the
element, and finally to make the
cereal box complete, we are even
going to include a surprise inside
the box!

4th Grade Answers...
WOULD YOU RATHER!?
Would you rather be...
A Famous
Inventor

A Famous
Author

“I would rather be a famous inventor
because you can create what you
want and make It cool... also you can
tell kids about famous inventors so
they can be one someday!!!”
-Christaleen G.

Mr.Workman Interview
By: Jordyn
The Beebe School has a new 7th
grade Social Studies teacher so I
thought it would be cool to get his
thoughts on teaching.

Mr.Workman grew up in Malden
and likes to draw. He also played
baseball in High School. He
believes in making History fun so
that students are engaged and
“I rather be a famous inventor because motivated to learn. He has a
strength of patience which is good
you can create useful things and you
because that means you won’t get
can fix problems also you can create
something that writes on a piece of
mad easily. He wants to pass on
paper so you can also be a writer.”
knowledge and see kids grow and
-Layla M. improve.
“I would rather be a famous writer
because I love writing about me or
animals. If you were an inventor you
need to work all day.”
-Cassidy C.
“I would rather be a famous inventor.
My first reason is that I can change
how people live. My second reason is
that I can help people. The last
reason is that people can live better.”
-Derek Y.
“I want to be a famous writer because
I love to write a lot that is why ELA is
my favorite subject in school.”
-Abby T.
“I would rather be a famous inventor
because I am very creative and if I
have something in my head and it hits
me, I make my invention or something
creative that comes to mind, so that is
why I want to be a famous inventor.”
-Annas M.

Digital Citizenship
Week
10/14-10/19

With some help from Clicky,
Netty, Webster, and the rest of
the Netsmartz Crew, our
elementary scholars learned
about how to be safe online.
Let’s recap what we learned:
1. We don’t share any
personal information
online.
2. If we see something that
makes us feel sad,
uncomfortable, or
scared, we should tell a
trusted adult.
3. Using good online
manners is called
Netiquette. If someone is
not using good
netiquette, we should
ignore them or tell a
trusted adult.

design made with paint, colored
powder, and flower petals. The
children were so excited to learn
that Diwali, like holidays in many
other cultures, is celebrated in
similar ways.

This Year’s Beebe Buck
System
By: Elina, Jarita, and Elise
 e are starting off this year with
W
a student support system called
PBIS. PBIS is a positive behavior
support system. If you you are a
kind, accepting, and responsible
student as well as helping a
teacher or a student you will
receive a beebe buck.

We place our Beebe Bucks in a
container in our homerooms.
Once we reach the end of the
month, we have a 30 minute
assembly that showcases which
class has the most beebe bucks
in each grade. We have a raffle
at the end of the assembly to see
who would get chosen and they
would receive a special prize.
The class with the highest
number of Beebe Bucks are
rewarded with the B.A.R.K
bone(which stands for Be
Accepting, Responsible, and
Kind) bone. The B.A.R.K bone
stays in that classes’ homeroom
for a month. Of course, students
will receive prizes at the
assembly too! Last month three
names were picked to receive
stuffed animals, pencils, etc. ten
names are also picked and
students could get either a pisa
pizza certificate or kids-meal
panera ticket.

This month every class voted on
a name that they would like our
Bulldog to have. Then the PBIS
team placed the names voted
from each class and prepared a
google form for all the students
in the school to vote on. We can’t
wait to find out what our Beebe
Bulldogs name will be! Stay
tuned!

Diwali Celebration Brings
Light to
First
Grade
By: Ms.
Malone
Mrs. Malone's and Mrs. Hollinhead's
first grade class welcomed Mrs. Roy,
a parent of one of their students, into
their classroom to teach a lesson on
the holiday Diwali celebrated in India.
Mrs. Roy did a powerpoint
presentation teaching the children
about Diwali, the Festival of Lights.
The class learned that Diwali is a
holiday that celebrates good over evil
and light over darkness. Homes are
decorated with colorful lamps and
bright lights. Fireworks can be seen in
the beautiful night sky. People send
cards to friends and give gifts to
family. During Diwali people buy
new clothes and jewelry, and also
decorate their homes with Rangoli
decorations which is a colorful floor

Stem Week With Grade 7
By: Ms. Morrison
Happy S.T.E.M. week!! This
week we celebrate S.T.E.M. For
those who don’t know what
S.T.E.M. means, its an acronym
for Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math. This is
the week that we acknowledge
and explore all the amazing
careers, and opportunities that
these disciplines offer. The
Beebe 7th graders celebrated
S.T.E.M. week with several
Instagram Challenges that
focused on the work done within
the science, technology and
engineering fields. Try this
challenge!! Instagram

Challenge Palooza!!! # 2
STEM - Technology

The students also participated in
a very “cool” Dry Ice lab to cap
off the week!! Can’t wait for
S.T.E.M. week to come around
again
next
year!!

Second Grade goes on a
Field Trip… to a field.

Second Grade went to
Brooksby Farm this past
month and a few friends
from Ms. Pi’s class wanted
to share their experiences.
“At Brooksby Farm my favorite was when I
went to the park because I went on the
seesaw and fed the animals green beans.
The animals I saw were goats, emus, sheep,
pony and donkey. I learned that you can’t
hold the pumpkin stem because it will
break.”
-Ellen
“At Brooksby Farm I learned that the goat
eats green beans and how to hold a
pumpkin. I will never forget the bee got
into someone’s juice and going to the bus.
My favorite part was to eat food and play
at the park. I did not like the smell of the
farm and feeding the
goat/donkey/pony/lama.’
-Louis
At Brooksby Farm my favorite part was
everything. I like this because it was fun
and cool and beautiful and funny too…. We
did not go apple picking. I was a little sad
but I loved it. So much that I was loving it
though. When we went to the animal
feeding I was so happy.
-Leandra

